One million children have been affected by school closures in Bangladesh. Our Education4ALL initiative has helped bridge the digital divide in education.

Looking for some new tech gear this year? Check out @mobilesyrup for some top Huawei recommendations.

No longer a Hidden Figure, Dorothy Johnson Vaughan was an out-of-this-world mathematician and NASA's first African-American manager.

To reap the full benefits of IoT technology, we must first understand its use cases and how it impacts our daily lives. KNOW, billions of people with sensors and a design approach to use IoT to its best extent is going to be an incredible opening of how this will kind of work.
Ready to play? Team up with friends and conquer the Fortnite battlefield. Play the #1 Battle Royale game on the go with 4M+ users.

Download via App Gallery: bit.ly/2Yb0DwV

The story of how Huawei Cloud #MidejA and HEIA are selecting the best chilli in Malaysia is a curiously charming one. There’s science in flavor and spice in life. Check it out: tinyurl.com/mkTkpl

Don’t we all relate... #AppGallery

What’s beyond the horizon? #HuaweiPhotography
Tech has the power to either widen or close the #DigitalDivide exposed by the pandemic. Huawei’s Ken Hu explains why closing gaps means focusing on people. Read... See More

To avoid uneven socioeconomic recovery and deeper divisions between people, industries and nations, tech companies can’t just focus on innovation – we need to focus on people.

Ken Hu
Deputy Chairman
Huawei

Tech for People: Avoiding a K-Shaped Future

Looking for a new app? The improved AppGallery is here to help.

A Brand New Discovery Experience

Huawei brings new AppGallery look to enhance the discovery experience | Pocketnow

AI enables endless new opportunities. What are you hoping to achieve with AI?